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QUESTION 1

What is used during Fast Recovery to return pages to the original state? 

A. Logical Log 

B. Physical Log 

C. External Tables 

D. TemporaryDBSpaces 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When executing the SQL Admin API "defragment table" and "table repack" commands on the customer table, what will
happen to the table? (Choose two.) executefunction sysadmin:task("defragment table","customer"); executefunction
sysadmin:task("table repack", "customer"); 

A. Fragments of a table will be combined. 

B. Rows will be moved to the beginning of table. 

C. Given sufficient resources the number of extents in the table will be reduced. 

D. Free space at the end of the table will be released to thedbspace for other tables to use. 

E. The table will be locked preventing inserts from happening for the duration of the commands. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

If the DYNAMIC_LOGS onconfig parameter is set to 1 and logical log backups are not occurring, what will happen in the
instance when the last logical-log file fills? 

A. The instance suspends all processing until the next logical-log file is manually added. 

B. The database server will automatically execute a checkpoint and flush the oldest update to disk. 

C. The database server will make use of any logical-log file available regardless of whether the available file is in
sequence or not. 

D. The database server will stop processing, then start an automatic backup of the logical-log file and resume normal
processing once the automatic back up of the logical-log files is completed. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Why do automatic checkpoints cause the database server to trigger more frequent checkpoints? 

A. To avoid LRU flushes. 

B. To ensure the buffer pool is always available. 

C. To ensure theonstat -g ckp report is accurate. 

D. To avoid transaction blocking during checkpoints. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is NOT true for interval fragmentation? 

A. A NULL fragment is allowed. 

B. A remainder fragment is allowed. 

C. Fragments cannot be overlapping. 

D. A fragment key can have only a single column. 

Correct Answer: B 
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